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Abandoned Residential Property Municipality Relief Program
Grant Application 

Applicant Information 

County/Municipality Name (You must provide certification of municipality/county status): 

Main Office Street Address City State 

Zip Code        Website 

Chief Contact’s Name Title 

Phone Number E-Mail Address 

Secondary Contact Person         Title 

Phone Number E-Mail Address 

Check applicable geography: 

Cook County (or municipality within, other than the City of Chicago) 
City of Chicago 
DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry or Will Counties (or municipality within) 
All Other Counties (or municipality within) 

Geography to be covered by this grant (towns/villages/zip codes):

Requested Grant Amount: 
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Application Guide 
Program Overview 
The Abandoned Residential Property Municipality Relief Fund (“Abandoned Property Program”, 
“APP”, or the “Program”) was created in 2010 when Governor Quinn signed the Save Our 
Neighborhoods Act. Funding for the Program was expanded by subsequent legislation that Governor 
Quinn signed into law in 2013. Please review the Program Rules for a complete description of the 
program guidelines.  

Purpose of Grant 
The purpose of the Program is to use moneys in the Abandoned Residential Property Municipality 
Relief Fund to make grants to municipalities and counties to assist with costs incurred by that 
municipality or county for the securing, maintenance, and demolition of Abandoned Residential 
Property in the jurisdiction, as defined in Section 381.202 of the Program Rules. 

Eligibility 
Applicants must be a municipality or a county located in the State of Illinois. A county or municipality 
may join with other counties/municipalities and together submit a single application; however, each 
county/municipality may only apply once per funding round. 

Eligible Grant Activities 
Grant funds may be used for securing, maintaining, demolishing, or rehabilitating abandoned homes. 
The rehabilitation of an abandoned residential property is strictly limited in scope to address exterior 
building safety concerns such as repairing the roof, windows, doors, masonry, or walkways of an 
abandoned residential property.   A list of specific activities allowed as part of securing, maintaining, 
and demolishing properties may be found at Abandoned Residential Property Municipality Relief 
Program Rules. 

It is acceptable to propose future expenses or to submit for reimbursement for previous eligible 
activities occurring after January 1, 2012. All program requirements and regulatory compliance, 
including certifications, must be met to be reimbursed for previous eligible activities. 

Funding 
Funding for the Program is derived solely from foreclosure filing fees paid by lending institutions and 
collected by the county clerk in which the foreclosure is filed. The collection of additional filing fees 
began in June of 2013. As of the date of this application, receipts of funds for this program 
have been less than originally projected. Of the total amount received each year: 

1. 30% will be granted in Cook County (or municipality within, other than the City of Chicago);
2. 25% will be granted to the City of Chicago;
3. 30% will be granted in the Collar Counties (DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry, and Will); and

15% will be granted in other areas of the State not previously defined.
These statutory apportionments are collectively referred to as “geographic set-asides”. 

There is expected to be one cycle per year with the option of a second cycle based on applications 
received and funds available. Based on the amount of funds currently available, IHDA has 
established a maximum grant amount of $75,000 per municipality/county.  Awards will be determined 
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based on the amount of funding available in the geographic set-aside, as well as the applicant’s 
documented need for funding, the capacity of the applicant to undertake the planned activities, the 
amount of impact to be achieved, cost reasonableness, and readiness to proceed, as further described 
in this Application.   Applications will be scored and ranked according to the criteria set forth in this 
Application, and will be funded according to their rank in each geographic set-aside.   

An applicant may request a waiver of the maximum grant amount by completing the requested 
information in this Application.  An applicant must illustrate exemplary capacity, need, and impact in 
order to be considered for such a waiver.   IHDA will consider waiver requests on a case-by-case basis, 
taking into account the amount of funding available in the geographic set-aside, along with the criteria 
set forth above, to determine whether to grant the waiver.1  In no case may any grant exceed 
$250,0002 to any grantee within a geographic area outside the City of Chicago.3 

Scoring (100 points total) Applications will be ranked against other applications in the geographic set-
aside to determine points to be awarded. 

1. Need – maximum 20 points
a. Up to ten (10) points may be awarded for applications that provide data requested in this

Application under this scoring category on foreclosure activity and abandoned properties.

b. Up to twenty (20) points may be awarded for applications that provide the information in
(a) above and additional detail on the effect abandoned properties have had on the
jurisdiction, as further described under this scoring category in this Application. Maximum
points will be given to applicants most affected, and that best document it by (1) including
the amount of time and resources expended in the previous three fiscal years in
maintaining and demolishing abandoned residential properties; (2) demonstrating the
financial burden foreclosures and abandoned properties have placed on the jurisdiction;
and (3) identifying specific areas within the jurisdiction most affected by foreclosures and
abandoned properties.

2. Capacity – maximum 20 points
a. Up to five (5) points may be awarded to applicants demonstrating previous experience

managing grants.

b. Up to ten (10) points may be awarded to applications that demonstrate successful
management of a housing grant/program within the jurisdiction.  Housing
grants/programs will be interpreted to include any public or private program that
improves the condition of housing or housing choice within the jurisdiction.

c. Up to twenty (20) points may be awarded to applicants that clearly show previous

1 Nothing contained in this Grant Application shall prohibit IHDA from considering an application waiver above the $75,000 
limitation if IHDA, in its sole discretion, determines that such increase is necessary to meet the purposes of Section 7.31(a) of the 
Illinois Housing Development Act and the Program. 
2 This is the maximum amount that can be awarded to an applicant receiving a waiver. 
3 The City of Chicago, pursuant to legislation, may apply for 25% of the moneys in the Fund that have been appropriated, subject to 
the annual receipt of funds. 
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experience managing housing grants/programs and document an active plan to mitigate 
abandoned properties within the jurisdiction, including demolition of abandoned 
residential properties have a person designated to administer this grant with previous 
experience managing grants having similar requirements. 

3. Impact – maximum 20 points
a. Up to ten (10) points may be awarded to applications that provide a narrative detailing

how the grant will (or has) positively impact(ed) the jurisdiction, along with evidence of
other resources utilized for local revitalization to combat the ill effects of foreclosure on the
jurisdiction, which may speak to a specific area of that jurisdiction.

b. Up to twenty (20) points may be awarded to applications that currently have an active
revitalization plan underway in the jurisdiction and clearly demonstrate how this grant will
impact proposed activities to be carried out under that plan. Consideration will be given to
communities that have identified troubled residential properties causing blight in the local
community for which there is no cost effective solution other than demolition.  Points will
be given to applications that focus on specific geographic areas within the jurisdiction,
submit current, relevant revitalization plans, and include documentation that such plan has
had a demonstrably positive impact on the jurisdiction.

4. Budget and Cost Reasonableness – maximum 20 points
a. Up to ten (10) points may be awarded to applications that include a complete and

reasonable budget.

b. Up to twenty (20) points may be awarded to applications that include a cost-effective,
reasonable budget in the application, including a detailed explanation of the process for
ensuring the reasonableness of all costs associated with the proposed or reimbursable
activities, and documentation of the process used to procure all third party vendors.  Points
will be given to applications that demonstrate a systematic, thorough, well documented
approach to ensuring reasonable costs.

5. Readiness to Proceed – maximum 20  points
a. Up to ten (10) points may be awarded to applications that request reimbursement for

documented, previously performed eligible activities or demonstrate a reasonable plan for
the expeditious completion of proposed activities.

b. Up to twenty (20) points may be awarded to applications that demonstrate a thorough,
detailed, and reasonable plan for the expeditious completion of proposed and reimbursable
activities. Maximum points will be given to applications that document implementation of
revitalization plans that clearly compliment this grant, and where specific properties have
already been selected.

Application Fee 

IHDA will not charge a fee for processing applications under this Program. 
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Application 
A completed application must be received by December 6, 2013 at 3:00 p.m. CST. Please direct all 
questions to appinfo@ihda.org. Email one copy of your application to appinfo@ihda.org. Submit 
one hard copy and one copy on a flash drive to: 
Community Affairs Department 
c/o Illinois Housing Development Authority  
401 N. Michigan Ave. Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60611 

The Illinois Housing Development Authority will be hosting application/technical assistance 
seminars via webinar and through in-person workshops. The webinar will be available on: October 
30, 2013 and November 22, 2013. Webinars will be at 1:00 p.m. Please look to www.ihda.org under 
the “government” tab for future information regarding the location of workshops. Also look for emails 
from appinfo@ihda.org regarding workshop/webinar dates and times.  

Webinar log-in information is as follows: 
A. On your computer, go to http://www.connectmeeting.att.com 

a. Meeting Number is  8884944032

b. The access code is 5658964843

c. Through your phone, dial 1-888-494-4032. The access code is 5658964843. It will give
you a personal number to link your phone to the computer, please follow these
instructions.

B. Please log in at least 10 minutes early (or even a few days early) as there will be some software 
that needs to be installed on your first use. 

a. Download and run/install all software. If it asks what "connect software you want to use"
please choose "Participant Application (Recommended)" 

b. After this installation please choose "Enter Event"
c. A box should appear listing the call-in information and explaining how to link the phone

to your computer. It will look similar to this #951568544#. Please be sure to enter that
number into the phone to link it to the computer.

Addendums 
• Program Rules
• Program FAQ
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Grant Application 

1. What is the population of
your
county/municip ality (based
on the 2010 U.S. Census)?

2. Approximately how many
properties are abandoned
(as defined by Program
Rule) in your jurisdiction?

3. Of these, how many
do you plan to service
through this grant?

Scoring Category 1:  Need (maximum 20 points) 

4. Please describe how foreclosure has affected your jurisdiction.
Applicants must include, for the jurisdiction for which they are applying, at a minimum:  

-Document relevant foreclosure activity in the jurisdiction (state time period covered and number of 
foreclosed properties.  At minimum, discuss the previous two years. However, if relevant to this grant, the 
applicant may address a longer time period);
-Document the number of abandoned properties as of September 2013 (or period referenced above);  
-Document the number of such abandoned properties owned by the jurisdiction or legal entity controlled 
by the jurisdiction; and 
-Document the amount the jurisdiction has expended on maintaining and demolishing abandoned 
residential buildings for each of the last three fiscal years, both as a dollar amount and as a percentage of 
the jurisdictions’ operating budget. 

Applicants may include the following information for the jurisdiction for which they are applying: 
-Document increased crime and vandalism surrounding abandoned residential properties in the 
jurisdiction to be alleviated by this grant; 
-Document declining property values resulting from proximity to abandoned residential properties; 
-Document specific areas in your jurisdiction affected most by foreclosures and abandoned properties 
-Document marked change in enrollment of children in the local public school district (either increased or 
decreased);  
-Document the financial burden foreclosures and abandoned properties have placed on the jurisdiction 
(including other activities defunded, staff layoffs, salary cuts, etc.); and 
-Other documentation that illustrates the need for this grant. 
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Scoring Category 2: Capacity (maximum 20 points) 
Please provide a copy of your most recent independent financial audit. If a Management Letter was 
issued, attach a copy of the Letter. NOTE: Management Response and/or Corrective Action Plan 
MUST be on Applicant’s letterhead and be signed by the Chief Executive Officer, President, or 
Executive Director. IHDA reserves the right to use lack of corrective action or findings to determine 
funding. 

5. What department in the jurisdiction will administer this program?

6. Which staff person(s) will be responsible for the administration of this grant?

7. Please detail their experience with grants having similar regulatory requirements.

8. Give a detailed description of previous experience managing grant funds.  Complete the following
chart, including grants active within 2012 and 2013.  

Grant Name Source Amount Grant Period Activities 
Undertaken 

Successfully 
Completed? 

Staff 
Responsible 
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9. Explain your experience managing grants with required compliance with historical preservation,
lead based paint laws, and prevailing wage: 

10. Detail any/all housing programs that your jurisdiction has managed since 2012. Specifically
reference any activities related to the maintenance or demolition of abandoned properties:
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Scoring Category 3: Impact (Maximum 20 points) 

11. Detail any active revitalization plans in place to mitigate abandoned properties within your
jurisdiction, including demolition of abandoned residential properties and how these funds will
benefit that plan:

12. Describe how this grant will be targeted to maximize the positive impact:

13. Are there specific neighborhoods you are addressing? Why?

14. Does a revitalization plan currently exist? (Attach the existing revitalization plan.)
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15. What other resources will be/are being utilized for the revitalization plan and for what activities?
(Consideration will be given to communities that have identified troubled residential properties
causing blight in the local community for which there is no cost effective solution other than
demolition.)

16. Are current efforts producing any positive impact yet?  How?
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Scoring Category 4: Budget and Cost Reasonableness (Maximum 20 points ) 

17. Please give an estimated budget amount for each of the following eligible activities under this
program (Section 381.203 of the Abandoned Residential Properties Rules):

18. Please describe the specific steps the applicant takes to ensure that costs are reasonable,
including, at a minimum, the general process used to maintain cost reasonableness when
handling similar projects and planned approach to ensure such reasonableness for this grant:

19. What percentage of the grant does the applicant envision being undertaken by third party
vendors?

Eligible Activities Time Period (MM/DD/YY -MM/DD/YY) Number of Homes Budget 

Extermination of pests or 
prevention of the ingress of 

pests: 

Removal of garbage, debris, and 
graffiti: 

Cutting of neglected weeds or 
grass: 

Trimming of trees or bushes and 
removal of nuisance bushes: 

Boarding up, closing off, or 
locking windows or entrances or 
otherwise making the interior of 

a building inaccessible to the 
general public 

Surrounding part or all a 
property’s with a fence or wall or 
otherwise making all/part of the 

property inaccessible to the 
general public: 

Demolition of abandoned 
residential property: 

Rehabilitation (strictly limited to 
address exterior building safety): 

TOTAL

11 

%



20. How will these vendors be procured? If your answer to question 19 was 0% please enter N/A.
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Scoring Category 5:  Readiness to Proceed (Maximum 20 points) 

21. Provide a description of activities to be undertaken with this grant, and a reasonable work plan
of when they will be initiated and completed.  If possible, include the number of employees to be
performing the work, the hours required for each activity, and any other quantitative
measurements that illustrate that this grant will be expended in a timely manner, thereby
maximizing the immediate impact.

22. Provide a summary of any established revitalization plan and how this plan compliments the
goals of this grant and will contribute to the efficient, expeditious use of grant funds:
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23.Please complete the following chart, detailing specific properties, for any activities you plan to
perform or may have already performed.  If no addresses are yet identified, please indicate such.

Address Activity Time for Completion Total Estimated Cost 



Optional Request to Waive Maximum Grant Amount 

Please detail why you are requesting a waiver of the maximum grant amount of $75,000 (Enter N/A if 
not requesting waiver): 

Some questions to consider when determining whether to apply for a waiver may include, without 
limitation:  
(1) Whether the jurisdiction has exceptional need based on the number of abandoned properties 

within the jurisdiction or segment of the jurisdiction relative to total housing stock;  
(2) Whether the jurisdiction experienced a dramatically increased financial burden as a result of the 

presence of abandoned residential properties within the jurisdiction or segment of the jurisdiction 
over and above prior years;  

(3) Whether the proposed activities are undertaken in conjunction with a concerted revitalization 
plan; and 

(4) Whether this grant will provide at least a 1:1 funding leverage evidenced by a commitment letter 
or other documentation confirming commitment of funds.  

Applicants are expected to provide appropriate supporting documentation in support of the waiver 
request.   IHDA may request additional information of any applicant in reviewing a waiver request.  
Applications for reimbursement of previously undertaken activities will not be considered for a waiver of 
the maximum $75,000 grant amount. In no case may any grant exceed $250,0004 to any grantee within a 
geographic area outside the City of Chicago.5 

Application Checklist 
� Application 
� Include a copy of your most recent independent financial audit. If a Management Letter was 

issued, attach a copy of the Letter. NOTE: Management Response and/or Corrective Action 
Plan MUST be on Applicant’s letterhead and be signed by it’s Chief Executive Officer, President, 
or Executive Director 

� Include certification of municipality/county status 
� Include any existing revitalization plans 
� Match commitment letter, if requesting a waiver 
� Include one flash drive and one hard copy  
� Include any other appropriate documents to support your proposal 

4 This is the maximum amount that can be awarded to an applicant receiving a waiver. 
5 The City of Chicago, pursuant to legislation, may apply for 25% of the moneys in the Fund that have been appropriated, subject to 
the annual receipt of funds. 
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4. Applicant will ensure expenditures of grant funds are for eligible uses under the Abandoned
Property Program; 

5. Applicant will maintain records in connection with administration of the Program for five
years after the date of termination of the Commitment; 

6. Applicant will comply with the terms and conditions of the Abandoned Property Program;
7. Applicant will comply with monitoring and evaluation of the Abandoned Property Program

through the full Commitment period; 
8. Applicant will comply with all prevailing wage requirements;
9. Applicant will comply with all federal/state/local laws, including historical preservation,

environmental and lead based paint laws; 
10. Applicant certifies that all 3rd party vendors have been procured within applicable laws and

regulations; 
11. Applicant certifies all properties assisted with this grant are Abandoned as defined by to

Section 381.202 of the Abandoned Residential Property Municipality Relief Fund Program 
Rules; 

On behalf of                 , I certify that the information contained herein 
accurately reflects my jurisdiction's commitment and ability to participate fully in the 
Abandoned Property Program. 

____________________________ ____________________________ 
Name Title  

____________________________ 
Date (MM/DD/YYYY)

Congratulations! 
You have completed the application. 

Best wishes for a successful grant application. 
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Standard Requirements and Certifications 

Every grantee under the program will be required to comply with these certifications and 
requirements: 

1. Applicant certifies that all statements herein are true and accurate;
2. Applicant is an eligible recipient of grant funds based on Section 381.201 of the program rules;
3. Applicant will not permit discrimination against customers on the basis of their gender, race,

religion, national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnancy, marital or parental status, sexual 
orientation, or physical, mental, emotional or learning disability; 

____________________________ 
Signature of Authorized Official
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	Applicant Information
	County/Municipality Name (You must provide certification of municipality/county status):
	Phone Number E-Mail Address
	Scoring (100 points total) Applications will be ranked against other applications in the geographic set-aside to determine points to be awarded.
	a. Up to ten (10) points may be awarded for applications that provide data requested in this Application under this scoring category on foreclosure activity and abandoned properties.
	b. Up to twenty (20) points may be awarded for applications that provide the information in (a) above and additional detail on the effect abandoned properties have had on the jurisdiction, as further described under this scoring category in this Appli...
	a. Up to ten (10) points may be awarded to applications that provide a narrative detailing how the grant will (or has) positively impact(ed) the jurisdiction, along with evidence of other resources utilized for local revitalization to combat the ill e...

	Grant Application
	Applicants must include, for the jurisdiction for which they are applying, at a minimum:
	-Document relevant foreclosure activity in the jurisdiction (state time period covered and number of foreclosed properties.  At minimum, discuss the previous two years. However, if relevant to this grant, the applicant may address a longer time period).
	-Document the number of abandoned properties as of September 2013 (or period referenced above);
	-Document the number of such abandoned properties owned by the jurisdiction or legal entity controlled by the jurisdiction; and
	-Document the amount the jurisdiction has expended on maintaining and demolishing abandoned residential buildings for each of the last three fiscal years, both as a dollar amount and as a percentage of the jurisdictions’ operating budget.
	Scoring Category 2: Capacity (maximum 20 points)
	11. Detail any active revitalization plans in place to mitigate abandoned properties within your jurisdiction, including demolition of abandoned residential properties and how these funds will benefit that plan:
	Scoring Category 4: Budget and Cost Reasonableness (20 points maximum)
	17. Please give an estimated budget amount for each of the following eligible activities under this program (Section 381.203 of the Abandoned Residential Properties Rules):
	18. Please describe the specific steps the applicant takes to ensure that costs are reasonable, including, at a minimum, the general process used to maintain cost reasonableness when handling similar projects and planned approach to ensure such reason...

	Staff Responsible
	Successfully Completed?
	Activities Undertaken
	Grant Period
	Amount
	Source
	Grant Name
	Blank Page
	Blank Page
	Blank Page
	Blank Page

	Time PeriodExtermination of pests or prevention of the ingress of pests: 
	Time PeriodRemoval of garbage debris and graffiti: 
	Time PeriodCutting of neglected weeds or grass: 
	Time PeriodTrimming of trees or bushes and remova l of nuisance bushes: 
	Time PeriodBoarding up closing off or locking windows or entrances or otherwise making the interior of a building inaccessible to the general pub l ic: 
	Time PeriodSurrounding part or all a property s with a fence or wa l l or otherwise making allpart of the property inaccessible to the general pub l ic: 
	Time PeriodDemolition of abandoned residential property: 04/01/2014 - 11/30/2014
	Time PeriodRehabi l itation strictly limited to address exterior building safety: 
	Q4: Foreclosures and History and Tax Deed Info on all 7 properties:420 Crawford310 Crawford215 Crawford205 Clay StLeClair1075 Francis Satory Rd.235 Clay St.We need the Animal Control cost from Mike Wright for capture and handling.  I will call him Monday.Schools being combined, what year and how many kids did we lose, then gain.. is Tom Bertucci the best contact for this info?  Drop in sales tax and property tax over 2 yrs. Kate can you please look this up?Cost of maintaining lawns of all 7 lots per month ... ?  Anyone have an idea on this?
	Q8 Grant Name1: 
	Q8 Grant Name2: 
	Q8 Grant Name3: 
	Q8 Grant Name4: 
	Q8 Grant Name5: 
	Q8 Grant Name6: 
	Q8 Grant Source1: 
	Q8 Grant Source2: 
	Q8 Grant Source3: 
	Q8 Grant Source4: 
	Q8 Grant Source5: 
	Q8 Grant Source6: 
	Q8 Amount1: 
	Q8 Amount2: 
	Q8 Amount3: 
	Q8 Amount4: 
	Q8 Amount5: 
	Q8 Amount6: 
	Q8 Grant Period1: 
	Q8 Grant Period2: 
	Q8 Grant Period3: 
	Q8 Grant Period4: 
	Q8 Grant Period5: 
	Q8 Grant Period6: 
	Q8 Activities Undertaken1: 
	Q8 Activities Undertaken2: 
	Q8 Activities Undertaken3: 
	Q8 Activities Undertaken4: 
	Q8 Activities Undertaken5: 
	Q8 Activities Undertaken6: 
	Q8 Completed1: [ ]
	Q8 Completed2: [ ]
	Q8 Completed3: [ ]
	Q8 Completed4: [ ]
	Q8 Completed5: [ ]
	Q8 Completed6: [ ]
	Q8 Staff Responsible1: 
	Q8 Staff Responsible2: 
	Q8 Staff Responsible3: 
	Q8 Staff Responsible4: 
	Q8 Staff Responsible5: 
	Q8 Staff Responsible6: 
	Q5: City office
	Q6: Tiffany Murphy
	Q7: none
	Q9: I have never been privileged enough to be given money by the government even though I have worked with many non-profit organizations.  Since we are demolishing all buildings and none of them are historic, we do not have to worry about all of that.
	Q10: In 2010 the City of Warsaw demanded that 2 very unsafe buildings on Main St. be demolished.  Those buildings had sat vacant and hazardous for over 3 years.  Warsaw Main St. is full of historical buildings that have been left to rot.  This last summer we took the initial steps of making sure the buildings on Main St. were not hazardous and were safe for people to walk past.  In April we will pick up the steam again and pursue the Main St. buildings that are abandoned and beyond repair.  We would have applied for a waiver if this grant included abandoned commercial buildings.  As it stands, we are working commercial abatement along side residential abatement and will continue until it is done.  The residential abatement that can be addressed with this grant will benefit, immediately, our town and our visitors looking for the quaint historic town that we are trying to sell.  
	Q11: The Town of Warsaw has been actively involved in abating nuisance properties since April of this year when we elected a new Mayor and City Council.  The new city officials are continually researching the various nuisance ordinances and procedures for non-compliance.  We are doing our best to assure properties are treated equally and addressed in a fashion that is understanding, yet firm.  We started with people that were throwing appliances down hollers.   We have also been addressing health and safety issues with commercial buildings as well as non-attended vacant lots.  We have had to go to court to negotiate steps for indigent and disabled and poor.   As you move through the hoops and separate the possible from the impossible, you sometimes see steps that would take tasks from impossible to possible.  This grant is one of those steps.  We have managed to get most people to clean up their yard, move their unlicensed vehicles, pickup the appliances.  Now, we have to chase down those properties that are housing our non-neutered cat population, raccoons, ground hogs, the occasional meth lab and basic health and safety issues on property not owned, but policed by the city.  They are our abandoned, residential houses.  Most of them are in tax lien situations.  We have attached a spreadsheet to indicate our efforts thus far to clean up our town.
	Q12: One of the best things about Warsaw is it's multi-talented population.  We have a group of citizens that have CDL's and equipment knowledge required for abating these properties.  We have a couple of residents that have demolished abandoned houses before and actually do it for a living.  They have their own equipment required for these jobs and know how to dispose of material according to the correct EPA standards.  We also have city employees that would be available to help and we would look to provide additional pay for those city employees involved. This grant would be a dream come true.  A gift that will offer immediate gratification for our distressed town.  To watch an abandoned, falling- down building that you have looked at for years disappear in a matter of days, is a really good feeling.  It is a feeling similar to wiping the slate clean and getting rid of ugliness and failure.  Because of the building condition, abatement time per property will be days, not weeks.  The effect of cleansing will be immediate.  Our plan would then be to save enough grant money to employ a couple grounds keepers for the summers.  The idea is then to use those same grounds keepers to set up and maintain a portable 9 hole golf course that will generate money for the town and groundskeeper money.   We are holding a contest for the best designed and well-made portable putt-putt hole in hopes of getting at least 9 entries.  The idea is to use our beautifully maintained parks, and now more vacant space, to host temporary 9-hole putt putt golf courses.  Each setup will be a different layout and scenery based on where we setup for the day.  We already have lovely parks which are maintained by the Park Board and the City.  Since all our organizations are broke, we need to come up with tourism attractions that cost very little to setup and maintain.  Ideas suggested by residents are baseball cages and/or putt-putt.   The batting cages cost a bit more money and a permanent space, but they are also on the revitalization plan.  
	Q13: The town is only 1610 people.  We do have neighborhoods, but our abandoned houses aren't picky which neighborhood they come from.  We are off the direct route of any government funded highway and are suffering just like any other Mid-West town with no jobs, losing students, businesses, property and sales tax.  Our only hope is that we use our natural talents to bring people to town.  One of our biggest natural talents is that we are a quaint town on the banks of the Mississippi River.  We do have lovely refurbished historical homes, a reminder of a fort burned down in 1812 and a town feeling similar to Andy Griffith and Mayberry.  We have created a few walking/biking/driving tours around town and have a special committee dedicated to beautifying our downtown with over 100 hanging plants on historical light poles on our quaint 3 blocks of Main St.  The revitalization of Warsaw started with the city a few years ago when they realized our roads were driving people away.  The council began working on a road improvement plan which showed great progress this last summer.  In 2010 the Warsaw Community Coalition was formed and now, every year there are established fund raisers for various community improvement projects.  The city council is now focused on cleaning up the town so that we can attract young professionals as residents and outdoor loving tourists with an interest in American history and the Mississippi River life.
	Q14: Yes, The plan encompasses the efforts of the Warsaw Community Coalition, the Warsaw Lions, Warsaw Women's Group, individual residents and Warsaw City.  Every one of these community groups have members on teams dedicated to town betterment projects.  Blooming Warsaw is a part of the WCC and dedicated to beautifying Warsaw Main St. using as many flowers as they can fit in 4 blocks.  Main St. committee is dedicated to getting a tourist to go down Main St looking at business fronts, not lost businesses and empty buildings.  The Lions have just finished the safe removal of a 'play fort' that had been involved in a fire and accidents.  The Lions club also initiated a Gun Safety course that has inspired other citizens to look at opening shooting ranges and even more citizens to offer outfitter-friendly attractions.   The River Front committee is working on a grant to augment our existing powered trailer pads with showers and toilets.  The grant would also help us add a boat dock on the river's edge for people to get off the water and play on our shores and have a glass of wine at our new winery. The River Front park is a constant problem because of Mother Nature.  All efforts for river front revitalization is in the 500yr flood plain.  Our town has a lovely mile of river walk, so we have also included flood proof playground and exercise stations to be located along our harbor and near shade.    The revitalization plans should include the Park Board and Women' Group effort that was actually initiated in 2009 for playground equipment in Ralston Park.  That park is now used every night and all parents and kids feel safe there.  It is a lovely area for all ages to enjoy.  The Park Board recently worked with high school students to clear Geode Park and since then, the site of weddings.  Residents are posting lovely fall photos in a park that was not used for many years.  The Park Board manages 5 parks all functional and diverse in their own way and achieved their own grant last summer for hanging pots, large topiaries and pots of huge flower arrangements.  The effect was stunning and actually did bring people to town.  Even better, they drove slow.  Now we just have to get them to stop and spend money.  The Bi-Centennial committee was a team that brought thousands of people to town to celebrate Warsaw's 200th birthday, July 2012.  It was a community-wide effort that showed how the town can 'glow'.   That 3-day event proved Warsaw does have something to offer.    Another aspect of revitalization has been the increased interest in our recreational parks.  Hennerhof Field and the Fairgrounds. are both used for softball.  These are both wonderful parks that have been mistreated in the past, yet now there is a group of citizens led by a part-time police officer volunteering their time to fix up the fields.  The Lions are looking at alternative recreational uses at the Fairgrounds now that the fort is down.  All of these revitalization spurs have happened in the last 4 years with little to no money.  The next step is to find something that entertains our visitors while they are on their nice weekend drive in small town America.  A couple of ideas submitted by residents in the revitalization plan are batting cages, putt-putt course, town tours based on architecture, parks, and river either by car or bike or feet.  And, again, upgrade our riverfront access capabilities.   
	Q15: Our intent is to demolish every one of these buildings.  They are a health hazard, safety hazard, feral animal hotel, eye sore and place to grow pests, drugs and disease.  We would use all volunteer efforts we could find.  In small communities, when you take down 7 abandoned houses people notice and want to pitch in.  Our town is also very good at fund raisers for specific projects.  For example, if we were to say, "we need to raise $5,000 so we can take care of the feral, non-neutered animals we will have from all these abandoned houses we are demolishing, we would be successful.  
	Q16: I believe the people are more conscience about the neighborhood and if the grass is too tall or someone has not weeded, because of our efforts.  I am sure there are those residents that are trying to get back at neighbors, but since it is our city council that agree on the nuisance addresses, it makes it less personal.  It is hard to address every property immediately as there are special rules and regulations for each situation.  Sometimes it is not clear what we can address and what we cannot due to rules.  It is also not clear how much the government will tie your hands until you start researching how to get rid of a building that no one cares about and no one wants responsibility for.   This grant would allow us to show some progress for the efforts we have been making for years now.  
	Q18: Although our local expert is Terry Weeks, we will need to get 3 quotes.  In the past, we have tried to stay local to Illinois, but with Keokuk, IA right across the river they usually come in with a low bid and have the access to equipment. Because we are a city entity, we will need to review the bids at the city council meetings and have a vote on the final quote.  Our meetings are the last Wednesday of every month.  The best thing about doing this in a small town, we don't work with multiple layers in a large abatement company.  We will be working with owners of the company that run the equipment that they own and their employees are capable of performing any of the jobs required.  
	Q19: 50
	Q20: We have had to get quotes on this type of work before.  The city has a very regulated procedure on how to procure work and third party vendors.  We will have a meeting to go out for bids and vote on that.  We will then have a meeting to accept the bids and review the bids and then a meeting to vote on which bid to accept.  These are all open to the public meetings.  The vendors that can can actually compete for a job like this are small in numbers.  The equipment and liability insurance has to be included in all quotes as the city does not want to take any of that on.  So the company must be established with experience in liability and EPA regulations.  
	Q21: We would like to abate all properties and dispose of materials according to EPA regulations.They are all abandonded, so the schedule will be based on availability of equipment and employees to run it.  We do have a local dump and transportation in trailers or commercial options are available.  We would like to start abatement in the spring of 2014.  Weather will be the determining factor.  All buildings are to be treated the same.  We would consider using 6 main people on each project.  2 running the equipment, 1 running the sorting of the material, 1 organizing the removal of the material, 1 removing the material, 1 to organize and help all of them.  There are a couple of local teams that have been involved in building abatement.  Their methods work and are cost effective.  It is just a case of which team wins the bid and when mother nature lets us get to work.Our tourism season starts in May.  We would like to have our tour routes and Main St. businesses ready to offer our guests a great weekend getaway.  The new city website went live last May.  We have been working on our market niches and SEO rankings.  We will be advertising for our town tours via walking, or bicycling, or driving and encourage them to stay for lunch or dinner and buy a top.  Believe it or not, getting rid of these 7 abandoned buildings is going to help us do that.  They will not see failure, they will see nice lawn and gardens when they get here.  They will see a quaint town on the Mississippi River that may slow down their pulse for a day.
	Q22: Tourism in Warsaw.  That is our revitalization plan for Warsaw.  We are a dying town located off a major highway.  We are located on the Great River Road which is a scenic road along the Mississippi.  Located where Iowa, Missouri and Illinois all come together.  The history of America in a quaint 4 block downtown, distinguished school system and a town loaded with refurbished historic homes in classic 'mid-western small town' feel.  Since 2010, residents have been trying to 'paint' the town, fix up our many parks, organize fund-raisers for projects dedicated to the betterment of Warsaw.  The Warsaw Community Coalition was formed in 2010 because the interest was growing to help the community.  A group of our local kids decided to stay in town, and that has made all the difference in the world.  These 'kids' who are now in their late 20's are professionals.  They are engineers and accountants, entrepreneur type executives that have decided to stay in town and raise their families in historic homes they are refurbishing.  They are also givers of time, volunteer leaders and interested in the betterment of Warsaw.  A summary of how all these residents and organizations are involved in the revitalization of Warsaw follows:2010 - Warsaw City - RiverFront Committee2010 - Warsaw City - Utilities Tax for Road Improvement2010 - Warsaw Community Coalition formed  A.  Celebration Committee - dedicated to fund raisers  B.  Economic Development - help businesses survive  C.  Communications - spread our words and events and progress  D.  Main Street Improvement and City Beautification - get Main St. looking better  E.  Recreation - improve all parks, tennis court, fairgrounds, riverfrontOver 3 years ago, the city of Warsaw recognized that the roads in city limits were causing residents and businesses to relocate.  Our infrastructure was weak and therefore we needed to fix the roads to stop the exodus.   The City has been using the funds appropriately and the recent road improvements provide our residents and visitors decent travel routes around town. The major roads were addressed along with many small residential neighborhood streets that get a lot of traffic.  We will continue this project for the next several summers along with regular maintenance.  Now that we have roads, we need to bring travelers here for a day to enjoy a small, inexpensive, vacation in a day.  Our tour guide was just finished.  We have included the locations of the houses we would like to abate on the tour map.  Our plan for this newly vacant land is to leave it as grass and maintain it until the tax deeds and ownership can be determined so it can be sold.  Not only will abating these buildings improve the look of our town, but it will also eliminate cat brothels and all the bad things that can happen with vacant buildings.  In 2012, the City of Warsaw, the WCC, the Lions, the church groups, and just-plain residents came together to put on a celebration to rival all.  Thousands of people came to town and experienced that great feeling of small town fairs and parades and music and food and parks full of good American fun.  The Parks Board had all the parks manicured and decorated.  The Main St. flower plots were all adopted and residents arranged sitting areas around town that were not only picturesque, but functional.  The entertainment committee rounded up talent from all parts of the US and rocking on the river got a new definition.  The pancake breakfast in March, Earth Day in April in conjunction with the Warsaw Schools are all part of the revitalization plan.  This will be the 4th annual Earth Day which encompasses student volunteers with WCC and Lions volunteers to clean up the town and highways of trash.  
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